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What is Photovoice?
Dear Buncombe County,
Imagine you were asked to answer the following questions with your
camera:
What is it like to keep your family healthy and safe?
What is your experience as a parent?
This is the very challenge that six local residents accepted this fall. The
participants are parents associated with Asheville City Schools Preschool.
It is an ethnically and economically-diverse group of women. These
mothers, selected because of their interest and emerging leadership abilities, were given cameras, some training in photography, and an assignment: Tell your story through photographs.
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Participants worked on a weekly photo assignment that was meaningful
for them. During a series of facilitated discussions, this group explored the
messages and meanings behind their photographs. They challenged
each other and learned from each other. Meeting notes were transcribed and reviewed later by a team for research purposes. At the end
of the project, participants decided how to present their stories and
begin to identify actionable community change.
It is their hope that people viewing their photographs will do the same by
taking time to listen, learn, and share their insights with others. We think
you will be struck by how the photos and quotes richly illustrate the many
differences and similarities between families in Buncombe County.
The participants joined us as we explored together the daily experiences
and challenges of parenting. Photovoice is an excersize in MUTUAL
learning and reality-shaping that has the power to change lives and
perceptions.

Sincerely,
Buncombe Partnership for Children
Triple P Positive Parenting Program
Asheville City Schools Preschool
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PARENT PHOTOGRAPHS
& STORIES
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HEALTHY & SAFE

“

How do you deal
with the awareness so
that every child gets
that message?
Level the playing field
so that everyone
comes in with the same knowledge of what is
healthy, what is not healthy, what needs to be
moderated…

”

"...And that is him and the tablet. That’s him and the
iPad. He and my mom are actually like addicts.
There are really into that. They actually fight over it.
But she goes in the back room and says don’t tell
your son I am back here.
– So why did you take that picture?
– Because he loves it and it does have its great
impact, but it does limit playtime and he does
channel in when he is in that zone, he is there and
he is playing and can’t hear or see anything he is
just there. On the flip side he does complete adult
word puzzles, word search puzzles, he does do math
things, but he is in such of a tunnel that we have to
limit it. We have a timer; we limit it so that he does
do more playing that involves all of his senses. "

"I took a picture of the snacks that my son enjoys
eating and the snacks that I try to get him to move
towards.
-How is that working for you?
-Not great. We have outside impacts, for instance the
brownies and pop tarts came from my mom. The Girl
Scout cookies came from the neighbor’s child who
came over and said you have to buy Girl Scout
Cookies from me and then the Sponge Bob snacks
are something we use sparingly, or at least I attempt
to. And then the apples and bananas are the things I
try to get him to eat as often as possible."
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"You are always against the clock because you have to go
to work and to school by a certain time."
"You have all these people going so many different
directions and you have to split your time up and make sure
that everybody gets here, here and here, and you're always
constantly on the clock. It’s like a job that never ends."

THE
DAYS
ARE
LONG

“

…always a race against time it
feels like all the time getting people ready.

”
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JUDGMENTS
"...And then there is this piece of
clothing that my child loves, but I’m
worried about someone seeing her in
these horrible falling apart leggings,
and think that we are not setting
appropriate limits or taking, paying
attention to how she takes care of
herself or looks, but at the same time
she really loves these leggings and I am
not sure if I want to have a power
struggle about the leggings. Or I guess
I am not confident about that limit
because she likes wearing the
leggings and a part of my mind thinks
it’s not a big deal, but the other part of
my mind says, well what if others
people think it is a big deal. "

"That’s me that’s my
babies playing at my
old neighbor’s house.
At my old neighbor’s
house and I really hate
to go over there
because I rarely go
visit her because I had
a very terrible
experience living over
there and people still
don’t like me in that
neighborhood. So, I
don’t go over there
much, but that was, I
think that might have been one of the first times that I truly realized
how people stereotype you. I have the reverse, I think, I am older to
have little kids, and people, I feel like people are more forgiving of
you sometimes when you are a younger single mom and they are
like oh, and now I feel like my family judges me more because I am
older and I should have learned more by now and I should be doing
more with my life than I really am. And also, you can see that their
hair is fixed and a lot of people will ask me, who fixes their hair, I said
I fix their hair, and people are like really? Yeah, really so I think that is
stereotypical to, that I just wouldn’t fix their hair wouldn’t know how
to fix their hair. And I kind of let them roam around a little bit and
people say they shouldn’t be walking around out there, or playing,
or they should be playing more, especially when I lived over there
people would say just let them come out. My son just turned 4 and
people would always say, let him come play everyone watches out
for everyone around here and I am like that’s not exactly what I feel,
whose watching out for them, is it you because if it is I think I am
going to pass on that. I just really don’t let my kids go outside, even
him, I have neighbors that have kids that are 3 and 4 play outside
and unsupervised and to them that’s not a problem, but it scares
me."
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SUPPORT
& SERVICES
"Being a home visitor, I had a couple families that had vouchers
but then we couldn’t find spots. So I am like if these people like,
if decision makers would like come together, I think we could
better serve the community better, maybe just have one flyer
instead of all those, just listing the services of how to get to it.
Because I think, there is funding here, but there is not opening
there and it’s just doesn’t match. Funding is never long lasting,
the longevity of it is never there, so you got to hurry up and get
it while it’s there before it’s not there. So it’s like we are in a race
or competition to get there." (People nodded in agreement).

"...And then that’s my
son climbing the stairs,
just like it is a climb up,
you really have to work
hard and so many
things, so many
connections have to
be made to climb out
of poverty. So many
resources, so I was like
okay, the steps can be
the resources that you
would have to use in
order to get yourself up
out of poverty. "

"...And then the fish tank, I was like look
at the fish, they look so look so free and
like they have no care or worry that
they’re trapped in this little box (people
laughing). So I was like that’s kind of
what being in poverty is. It’s like you’re
swimming a round, you’re making it
look good, but there is a limit to where
you can go because of what you need
to come out of there, and the needs
and the assistance to get out of the
position that you’re currently in. "
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SO WE RECOMMEND...

SERVICE PROVIDERS
DECISION MAKERS SHOULD COME TOGETHER
"IF DECISION MAKERS WOULD COME TOGETHER,

POLICY MAKERS
MORE FUNDING NEEDED FOR HIGH-QUALITY
CHILD CARE
"MAKE GUIDELINES FOR FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE MORE FAMILY
FRIENDLY"
"Because I have been playing catch up for so
long, going from different services like you know,
I am sinking here, you know even though I am
working."
No one wants to take responsibility for violence
"Police and Housing Authority should work more
closely together to prevent violence and reduce
stigma in public housing communities."
Families feel judged by living in public housing.
“Helping people move beyond the services so
they will no longer need the services because I
feel that is another thing, its kind of like a black
hole once you start on relying on these services
and needing these services then you're stuck,
you make to much money and then you will lose
you child care vouchers and then you are going
struggle either way it feel like, you want to move
on needing the assistance needing these things,
but you don’t want to lose something that you
really depend on, how to get beyond instead of
just getting dependent on it or stuck."

WE COULD BETTER SERVE THE COMMUNITY
ASK FOROUR OPINION AND USE THE FEEDBACK"
“There are ...lots of services... but a lot of times they don’t connect
ADDRESS THE MIXED MESSAGES GROCERY STORES SEND
"It [grocery store] has two standards because it has the
cereals behind it that is sweet, and look how colorful it is. It
says 'grab me.' But then you have the magazine that says
wait you have to be skinny too."

PARENTS & GENERAL COMMUNITY
Treat all children with the expectation that they can succeed.
"DON'T JUDGE OTHER PARENTS.
RESPECT THE PARENTING STRATEGIES OF OTHERS.
DON'T ASSUME THAT YOU KNOW. ABOUT SOMEONE ELSE'S INCOME. BE
COURTEOUS AND TREAT PARENTS WITH RESPECT IN PUBLIC PLACES."
Create a community where ALL adults can see their
potential and feel valued as community members.
“My personal goal, or how I think I help, is my goal is
wherever I am I try to speak to people, just to
acknowledge they exist just to give my hey good
morning or whatever, and just to be like I know I am
here and I want everyone to know that I see them and
acknowledge them even if I don’t know them, I mean I
stop and talk to these two when I seem them, but just to
acknowledge them and give them a little bit of my
smile as I go."
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Next Steps
CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION

CONTEMPLATE & REFLECT
What photos are particularly meaningful to you because they...

Share the photos, stories, and recommendations made by
community photographers and included in this booklet. Use these
questions as conversation starters with friends, family, community
members, clients, and co-workers.

Confirm

Express

What are you most
concerned about?

something you
already know?

a familiar
idea in a
new way?

Change
the way

you look at
something?

Reveal a

new or

What are
you most
concerned
about?

you as

hopeful?
What did you

learn that

you didn’t

know before?

surprising

What strikes

What surprised
you the most?

idea?

ACT
What are some actions that could be pursued by you as
an individual, your organization, and the community?

What can
you do to
get the

Speak up for kids
Clean up a

park

Host a lunch

Set an

to discuss

Help

Advocate for
child care

example
your

neighbors

issues

funding
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